The following response addresses questions submitted by vendors on February 8, 2023; the response to the question is indicated in **bold**. If you feel that a question has not been addressed, please contact Reed Beebe at purchasing@smsd.org as soon as possible.

1. On the fresh produce that is listed we are not going to know what the price is going to be for 2023-24 school year as it fluctuates. What date do you want the pricing from for fresh produce?

   The District understands that produce pricing may fluctuate throughout the school year. For produce, vendors should select pricing from a week in January of 2023; in submitting the proposal response, the vendor should note the pricing and the date range of the week from which that pricing was quoted. This date range may be listed at the bottom of the Attachment C cost spreadsheet, or noted elsewhere in the RFP response.

2. May we request updated plan-holder, bid tabulation and contract award information AS IT IS AVAILABLE on the following solicitation?

   Yes; such information may be requested by emailing the District at purchasing@smsd.org. Please note that the availability of such requested information is contingent upon the District’s procurement policies and practices.

End of Addendum No. 3